
 Per Mackie and the Younghusband expedition. By George Mackie 2022 (mackie.geo_at_gmail.com)

In 1902 at the age of 27 my father Frederick Percival (Per) Mackie passed all the examinations 
required for entry into the Indian Medical Service (IMS); he travelled to India and took up his duties in 
1903. Throughout his time in India he corresponded regularly with his family in England and sent them 
descriptions and photos of the places he visited. The letters have not survived but Per’s sister Chris 
organized the photos and stuck them into a photograph album with appropriate captions.  The title of the 
album is “Christiana Mackie’s book of her brother’s photographs taken in Tibet & the Central Provinces 
1903 & 1904”. There is a note on the same page by my mother Mary, and she also stuck a label on the 
cover.  Per evidently looked through the album at some point as there are notations in his writing as well.  
The album is now in the possession of my son Richard Somerset Mackie. Alexander Mackie arranged for 
the album to be scanned as the pdf file appended below. 

The first and last parts part of the album contain photos of scenes in the central provinces, when 
Per was attached to a cavalry regiment, the 38th Central India Horse. Doctors in the IMS were given 
military ranks, corresponding to those of the British Indian Army. Per as a junior officer held the rank of 
Lieutenant. We may assume his job was to look after the health of the officers and men of the regiment 
with the assistance of medical orderlies. He had not at this time acquired the special expertise in tropical 
diseases that marked his later career.  The regiment appears to have been stationed at Goona (Guna) in the 

State of Madhya Pradesh which was an important military centre. Lord Kitchener appears in some photos 
taken there.  He, Herbert Kitchener, was created Baron Kitchener of Khartoum in 1898 after victories in 
the Sudan and was now, in 1903, Commander in Chief of British forces in India.  A photograph above 
shows the white officers of the 38th Central India Horse. Per stands out as the wearer of an IMS uniform. 
A picture in the photo album shows native officers, presumably serving in the same regiment.  

Sandwiched between these groups of pictures taken in central India there is a group of 34 photos 
from Sikkim and Tibet taken when Per was attached to the Younghusband expedition and this gives them 
special interest, given the notoriety of this episode in British colonial history.    

In June 1903 Francis Younghusband, recently appointed by the Viceroy Lord Curzon as British 
commissioner to Tibet, led a diplomatic mission to Gangtok in Sikkim and thence across the border to 
Khamba Dzong in Tibet. The objective of the mission (The Tibet Frontier Commission) was to meet 
Chinese and Tibetan representatives and discuss mutual non-aggression and trade agreements. (China 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_Percival_Mackie
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francis_Younghusband


claimed sovereignty over Tibet).  The British waited there for five months expecting high level 
representatives of the Chinese and Tibetan governments to arrive but only low level officials turned up, 
men who lacked the status for diplomatic negotiations, and on October 11, 1903 Younghusband left 
Khamba Dzong and returned to India. The chronology and many details of this first excursion into Tibet 
are available at sites online. A second and much more formidable excursion began in December 1903 
when Younghusband launched a full scale, military invasion of Tibet, reaching Lhasa in August 1904, in 
which the British strove to put Tibet firmly within their own sphere of interest in the face of perceived 
threats of Russian expansionism. There is no evidence that Per was attached to the Younghusband 
Expedition during this second phase.   The 34 pictures from Sikkim and Tibet date from the 1903 
diplomatic mission not from the military invasion of 1904.   

The map below shows in red the location of the town of Khamba Jong (Kamba Dzong) in 
southern Tibet close to the Sikkim border.  Younghusband arrived there on July 18, 1903 with 200 
soldiers of the 23rd Punjab Pioneers and 300 others, including Per Mackie, and set up camp while waiting 
for the Tibetan and Chinese envoys to arrive.   

Using web resources, the reader will be able to locate many of the towns and villages in Sikkim 
mentioned in the photo captions – Guntok (Gangtok), Tongu (Thangu), Chungthang etc and to get some 
idea of the life my father lived during the autumn of 1903. In many ways it was a sight-seeing adventure 
little different from what many tourists experience in Sikkim today.  Likewise, the photos from Central 
India speak for themselves about the life of an army doctor in India in the early 20th century.  

https://sites.google.com/view/mackiefamily/home 

https://wiki.fibis.org/w/Tibet_Expedition
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